I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative diversity capitalizes on transmissions from antennas at different nodes in order to provide spatial diversity, thus enhancing the performance of a wireless network [1] . Utilizing distributed Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes [2] [3] has been proven to be effective in realizing the cooperative diversity [4] [5] . Various schemes have been proposed for this purpose [6] - [9] . Using relay to help the transmission is a popular choice. A virtual antenna array is created with source nodes and relay nodes to implement the cooperative transmission. The relay can be either amplify-and-forward (AF) or decode-and-forward (DF). Detail analysis of this two schemes can be found in [1] [4] .
In our recent work [10] , we proposed a relay assisted cooperative transmission scheme for the Long Term Evolution (LTE)-Advanced system. It has been shown that this scheme, by employing RS in the cellular network and working with a two-hop cooperative diversity scheme, significantly improves the system coverage and capacity. In the first hop of the transmission scheme, both the RS and UE receive data from the BS. We assume that the BS has a better channel condition to the RS than to the UE. Thus the RS successfully decodes the data before the UE does. In the second hop, the BS and RS This work was conducted while the first author was employed as a summer intern with the CTO Office, InterDigital.
cooperate and transmit data to the UE. The UE then decodes the received data that is transmitted from both the BS and RS. Details of the relay assisted transmission scheme can be found in [10] . In this paper, we focus on the cooperative transmission and its reception in the second hop.
The performance of the cooperative diversity transmission scheme used in the second hop may be impacted by the impairments associated with a practical receiver implementation as well as by the distributed nature of the cooperation scheme. The impairments analyzed in this paper are: 1) the SNR imbalance between the BS-UE and RS-UE links, and 2) channel estimation errors at the UE receiver. In practical deployment scenarios, the transmit powers of the BS and the RS may be different. Additionally, the propagation loss on the BS-UE link is likely different from the propagation loss on the RS-UE link. The different transmit powers and propagation losses for the two links, in conjunction with imperfect power control, may lead to SNR imbalance between the BS-UE and RS-UE links (with possibly a better SNR for the RS-UE link). This may result in performance degradation as compared to the case of equal SNR per each link. To evaluate the impact of channel estimation errors, an MMSE estimator is used in the literature, and the channel estimation error is assumed to be a zero mean complex Gaussian random variable and independent of the channel [11] . The performance of the OSTBC scheme with imperfect channel estimation has been analyzed for the Alamouti case in [12] , but to the best of our knowledge, not for the case of distributed antennas with SNR imbalance and channel estimation errors.
Contributions and Relation to Previous Work
In this work, we consider realistic scenarios for a relay assisted wireless cellular system and shed light on issues that deserve attention during practical network design. We study the performance of a cooperative OSTBC diversity scheme with the consideration of SNR imbalance and channel estimation errors, which are impairments that are likely to occur in practice. The system setup is similar to [10] , except that we introduce the OSTBC transmission scheme in the second hop to achieve spatial diversity, and improve the system performance. The previous result of [12] is obtained as a special case of our work, for no SNR imbalance. The detailed contributions reported in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Derivation of the theoretical probability of error performance (BER vs. SNR) for the cooperative 2 × 1 OSTBC (Alamouti) scheme with SNR imbalance between the RS-UE and the BS-UE link.
• Proof that the SNR imbalance between the RS-UE and the BS-UE link does not affect the spatial diversity of the cooperative system.
• Simulation results that show the channel estimation errors, compared to SNR imbalance, have a major effect on the cooperative OSTBC system performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, the relay assisted cooperative OSTBC communication system is introduced. We especially focus on the second hop transmission of the scheme where the BS cooperates with the RS and transmits data to the UE. In Section III, we analyze the system performance degradation due to SNR imbalance between the BS-UE and RS-UE links. We derive the theoretical closed-form probability of error expression for the cooperative Alamouti scheme with SNR imbalance, and prove that the SNR imbalance does not affect the spatial diversity of the scheme. After that, we investigate the effect of channel estimation errors on the system performance in Section IV. Simulation results are then provided in Section V to confirm our analytical results. Concluding remarks are offered in Section VI.
Notation: Throughout the paper, we denote matrices and vectors with bold face type, using capital letters for matrices and lower case letters for vectors. For any matrix A, the superscript * denotes complex conjugate transpose.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, the system model for the relay assisted cooperative OSTBC communication system is introduced. We consider the downlink transmission in a cellular system, where a BS transmits data to UEs. We assume that there is also a RS in the system in order to assist the transmission. As we mentioned before we focus on the second hop transmission of [10] when both the BS and RS have a copy of the transmitted signal (for example, Decode-and-Forward transmission is performed in the first hop and the RS has successfully decoded the data transmitted from BS). The antennas at the BS and RS create a virtual multiple antenna transmitter, encode the data with OSTBC and transmit the coded data cooperatively utilizing all their antennas. For the ease of the theoretical analysis in the following sections, we investigate the cooperative Alamouti scheme for our relay assisted communication. We assume the BS and RS each have one transmit antenna and the UE has one receive antenna. The case of cooperative OSTBC communication with M B , M R transmit antennas at the BS and relay, respectively, and N receive antennas at the UE can be easily generalized.
With the system model introduced above, the received signal vector y = y t0 y t1 at the UE can be represented as
where h B and h R represent the Rayleigh fading channel gains for the BS-UE and RS-UE links, respectively. Both of them have i.i.d, complex Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance σ 2 n . s B and s R are the 1 × 2 transmitted signal vectors from the BS and RS, respectively. They form the Alamouti code as
where s 0 , s 1 are transmitted symbols drawn from an equuiprobable source. z is the received noise vector at the UE. Each entry in z is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance; P B and P R are the received powers at the UE due to the transmission from the BS and RS, respectively. The total power is P = P B + P R . In a practical system, P B and P R are generally not the same, which leads to the SNR imbalance in a relay assisted cooperative system. The received SNR for the BS-UE link and RS-UE link are available at the UE since it is able to perform channel estimation of the BS-UE and RS-UE links separately based on different reference symbols. The received reference pilot symbols from the BS and RS are then scaled differently according to the transmitted power and the path loss. When considering the SNR imbalance, we define as r the SNR ratio between the BS-UE and RS-UE links. Thus (1) can be rewritten as
Upon receiving y, the UE performs the revised Alamouti decoding, which considers the SNR imbalance r between RS-UE and BS-UE links, by using the estimated channel state informationĥ B andĥ R . The decoded symbols are
In practice, there are errors during the channel estimation process. Following [11] , we assumê
andĥ
where n B and n R are the estimation errors, assumed to be independent zero mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance β.
In the following sections, we investigate the effect of SNR imbalance and channel estimation errors to the performance of the relay assisted cooperative diversity scheme.
III. COOPERATIVE ALAMOUTI DIVERSITY SCHEME WITH SNR IMBALANCE
In this section, we analyze the impact of the SNR imbalance between the BS-UE and RS-UE links. We assume that there are no channel estimation errors at the UE, i.e.,ĥ B = h B and h R = h R .
A. Performance Analysis for Cooperative Alamouti diversity scheme with SNR Imbalance
Considering the SNR imbalance, the decoded symbol vector (3) can be rewritten as
It can be readily shown that 
where a is a constant that depends on the specific modulation mode (e.g. for BPSK, a = √ 2 and for QPSK, a = 1 ), and γ = P/σ 
B. Diversity of Cooperative Alamouti Scheme with SNR Imbalance
We now look at the spatial diversity of the relay assisted cooperative Alamouti scheme and investigate the effect of SNR imbalance on the diversity order.
Proposition 2 The diversity order of the relay assisted cooperative Alamouti scheme with SNR imbalance between the BS-UE and RS-UE links is 2, which is the same as the regular Alamouti scheme. Thus the SNR imbalance does not affect the diversity order.
Proof: We start from the definition of diversity order in [13] ,
and the error of probability in (7), the diversity order of the relay assisted cooperative Alamouti scheme with SNR imbalance can be written as,
At high SNR, the Taylor series expansion yields [14] 
Introducing (10) in (9), it can be easily shown that d s = 2
IV. COOPERATIVE ALAMOUTI DIVERSITY SCHEME WITH SNR IMBALANCE AND CHANNEL ESTIMATION ERRORS
In this section, we look at the effect of both SNR imbalance and channel estimation errors on the relay assisted cooperative Alamouti scheme. To evaluate the impact of channel estimation errors, an MMSE estimator is used in the literature, and the channel estimation errors are assumed to be zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables and independent of the channel [11] .
From (4) and (5),ĥ B andĥ R are random variables with zero mean and variance σ . h B and h R can then be represented as
and
where ρ = [12] . The decoded symbol vector can be rewritten as (3) .
Note that the previous result of [12] is obtained as a special case when r = 1. In general it is difficult to find a closedform equation for the probability of error for the cooperative Alamouti diversity scheme with SNR imbalance and channel estimation errors. We show the effect of both by simulation in Section V.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results are provided to show how SNR imbalance and channel estimation errors impact the cooperative OSTBC transmission in i.i.d Rayleigh fading channels. Fig.1 shows the theoretical and simulated BER versus SNR performance of the cooperative OSTBC (Alamouti) scheme when there is one receive antenna, with different SNR imbalances r = 5, 10 dB and different modulation modes (BPSK and QPSK), for the case of no channel estimation errors. A performance curve for no SNR imbalance (r = 0 dB) case is also shown for reference. By allocating different powers of 1 1+r γ and r 1+r γ to each symbol at the BS and RS respectively, the results in Fig. 1 show that the performance degradation is increasing with SNR imbalance. For an SNR imbalance of 10 dB, the performance loss is measured around 2 dB for a probability of error of 10 −2 . More generally, we see from the figure that the curves drawn from the theoretical result (7) perfectly match the simulation curves, showing that the difference between the probabilities of error performance with different SNR imbalance ratio r can be well quantified through our analysis of (7) . With regard to the spatial diversity, it is clear in the figure at high SNR region that the cooperative Alamouti scheme achieves a diversity of 2, which is the same as the regular Alamouti scheme. Fig. 2 compares the average BER versus SNR for the cooperative Alamouti scheme employing QPSK modulation for different levels of SNR imbalances and Gaussian channel estimation errors. Performance of the cooperative OSTBC system with different system setup (2 transmitters at both the BS and RS and 2 receive antennas at the UE) is shown in Fig.  3 . It is seen that channel estimation errors drastically affect the performance of the system, especially at high SNR region, showing a more important role than the SNR imbalance. Thus the channel estimation deserves more attention when designing the system.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we studied the cooperative OSTBC communication in the second hop of a two-hop decode-and-forward relay assisted cellular network. We investigated the effect of SNR imbalance and channel estimation error on the system performance. A closed-form expression for the probability of error performance is derived to analyze the performance degradation due to the SNR imbalance. It is also proved that the SNR imbalance, although affecting the system performance, does not change the diversity order. We then show by simulation that channel estimation error has a large effect on the cooperative relay assisted OSTBC communication system and deserves more attention when designing the system.
APPENDIX
A. Derivation of (7) The error probability is given by
where Υ = 
Thus we have (13) By changing the order of averaging and integration ( Eq (3.54), [14] ) and averaging with respect to h B and h R under the independent Rayleigh fading assumption, we get P e = 1 π 
thus (16) 
Plugging µ M = 1 + 
